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Portal Config and SSO 
Lucity integrates with the Esri portal technology.  This can be ArcGIS Online or it can be Portal for 
ArcGIS Enterprise.  Portal integration is currently optional in the web map, but recommended.  
Enabling SSO is optional.   

The Lucity integration with portal requires an application for Lucity Web to be registered in your 
portal.   

 

Registering with Portal 
To register Lucity with your portal, go to the Esri Portal Integration interface in the Admin Portal under 
Web App Management. 

 

 

If not using ArcGIS Online, change the URL to your local portal URL.  This may be something like 
https://myserver/portal/  or https://www.servername.com/server/ depending on what your portal 
home address is.  The 2 above URLs have the following portal home addresses, 
https://myserver/portal/home  or https://www.servername.com/server/home respectively. 

Enter a portal administrative user and password.  These are not saved, they are only used during this 
session to register the application. 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

https://myserver/portal/
https://www.servername.com/server/
https://myserver/portal/home
https://www.servername.com/server/home


When the process is completed, the client id is displayed: 

 

 

If desired, turn on the SSO integration.  This allows users to login with their Esri credentials.  Enabling 
this option enables the button on the Lucity login page.  Each user must also be configured with their 
Esri login credentials in Lucity Security. 

 



Behind the Scenes  
When the automated portal registration is run through the Lucity admin portal, an application is 
registered with portal which will show up as an App under gallery or content. 

 

The important part of this application registration is under settings in the item details 

 

 



This includes the client Id used by Lucity along with the URL for your Lucity Web environment that 
handles login redirects.  This will always end in “Public/oauth-callback.html” 

 

 

If you unregister the app, or if you remove a URL, it may cause Lucity to be unable to use the portal 
integration.  If that happens you can reset and create the portal integration details as described below. 

Resetting Portal Integration 
To reset the portal integration, go to the Esri Portal Integration in the admin portal and click Clear. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Single Sign On 
Once Enable Esri SSO Integration is enabled, users can log into Lucity using the “Sign in with ArcGIS” 
option on the login page. 

 

 

Clicking Sign in with ArcGIS will open a prompt that ask the user to enter their Esri credentials 

 



It will use the Esri login entered to lookup a Lucity user using the Esri account configured in security. 

 

Once logged in with SSO, the user will not need to enter credentials for any services federated with 
their portal or that are configured to login automatically in their portal. 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________
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Secured Services 

Logged into Portal and accessing a secured service federated with Portal 
Once logged into portal, users will not be prompted for credentials when they try to access secured 
services on any server that is federated with portal.  The exception is if they try to access a secured 
service you have not granted them access to through the sharing properties of the service in portal. 

Logged into Portal and accessing a Web Map secured service not federated 
with Portal 
If a user is logged into portal but is accessing a secured service that is not federated with portal, the 
behavior will depend on whether the credentials were saved with the service in portal (this feature 
only available for Feature Services, not Map Services).   

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 



If it is a Map Service or the credentials were not saved 
with the service, the user will be prompted for credentials 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Not logged into Portal and accessing a secured ArcGIS Online service or 
ArcGIS Enterprise 10.5 service 
If a user is not logged into portal and accesses a secured service on ArcGIS Online or ArcGIS Enterprise 
10.5, the user will be prompted for credentials in the map. 

 



Not logged into Portal and accessing a secured ArcGIS Server 10.4 (or below) 
service 
If a user is not logged into portal and accesses a secured service on ArcGIS Server 10.4 or below, the 
system will auto-login for the user if the “Require Logon” in the Map Setup is not checked. 

If Require Logon is checked, the user will be prompted for credentials. 

 

 

Lucity Maps vs Web Maps 
The Lucity Web interface for 2017r2 is optimized for use with “web maps”. To be able to use “web 
maps”, you must be using portal (ArcGIS Online or have upgraded to 10.5+ and using portal for ArcGIS 
Enterprise) and must have web maps authored and available for your users.  These web maps can 
reference ArcGIS Server services on older ArcGIS Server versions, if needed.  It is not necessary for an 
ArcGIS Server service to be publicly accessible to deploy web maps using ArcGIS Online to your 
enterprise.   

If you have not upgraded to 10.5 yet or are not ready to configure web maps in ArcGIS Online, you can 
use the old-style “Lucity Maps” during the transition. 

The Lucity mobile products currently still require Lucity Maps.   These will be transitioned to web maps 
in the next 9 to 12 months.  

 

 

 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________
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Lucity Web Map Gallery Configuration 
If you are logged into portal, the Lucity web map gallery (by default) will include all web maps in your 
organization.  Lucity will automatically figure out what organization you belong to and only show web 
maps shared with your organization. 

 

 

If you are not logged in, the list of web maps will be all public web maps published by any user in 
ArcGIS Online.  If you want to limit the gallery to only show public maps in your own organization, set 
the Org Id in the Lucity System settings and the map gallery will automatically limit the web map 
gallery to only show web maps in your organization: 

 



Lucity Base Map Gallery Configuration 
If Show Portal Basemap Gallery is selected, the portal Basemap gallery which has been configured in 
the maps tab of the Organization settings in portal will be used to limit the base map results.  No other 
limits or tag search strings are applied to limit the results 

 

 

If Show Portal Basemap gallery is not selected, the basemap gallery will include all items that meet 
this search criteria: 

tags:esri_basemap OR tags:partner_basemap OR tags:user_basemap OR tags:basemap  

Unless a custom search tag is defined for basemaps.  If a custom search criterion is specified, the 
above default tag search criteria is not used. 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 



Limiting Gallery Results by Tags 
To further customize what results are returned in the web map or basemap gallery display, you can set 
an additional query to be applied to the gallery results in system settings. 

 

 

Entering  

tags:lucity 

in the setting value, the gallery will only show web maps or basemaps with a tag of “lucity” applied. 

This search string is not limited to tags, it can include groups in the query string as well.  For more 
information on configuring a custom search criterion, review the ArcGIS Online reference for searching. 

Lucity Dashboard Map (Web Maps, Basemaps, Lucity Maps) 
Dashboard maps use the same web map and Lucity maps available in the full GIS View, however the 
basemap selection is still limited to a small subset of Esri basemaps.  Converting the basemap selection 
to use the basemap gallery is planned for Lucity 2018. 

GIS Views 
GIS Views are the name we have given the tab which contains the map and the full GIS web tool suite.  
A GIS View is comprised of a Map (Basemap or Web map or Basemap and Lucity Map), a collection of 
tools, and a collection of map components (legend, table, etc.). 

If you are upgrading from a previous version and are upgrading to Lucity 2017r2 sp0, no GIS Views will 
exist and they will need to be created.  If you are upgrading to Lucity 2017r2 sp1 or later, we will auto-
create GIS Views for all of the Lucity maps which were designated as web maps and will set up default 
group assignments for these maps. 

There are 2 queries which allow us to create these views and we can provide these on demand if you 
are upgrading to sp0 and want to run these following your upgrade. 

If you do not have any GIS Views, when you first open the map, you will be prompted to create one (if 
you have permissions to create GIS Views, otherwise you will be prompted to have your administrator 
create one). 

 

http://doc.arcgis.com/en/arcgis-online/reference/search.htm


GIS View Design 
A GIS View must have a name and it may also have a description.  Only users with General – Edit in the 
GIS View module in security can edit views. 

 

 

Creating a new GIS View 
To create a new view, from the user admin pane, select “Create New >>GIS View” 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The view will open in design mode 

 

 

Editing an Existing View 
To edit an existing view, either open that GIS View from the menu, or from the GIS Map button on the 
widget bar. 

 



Alternately, or if it is not available through the menu or widget bar, the GIS View can be opened from 
the user admin pane (“Open>>GIS View”) 

 

 

Once in a view, click the Design Mode icon to start editing the GIS View. 

 

 

Configuring Layers and Base Maps 
A GIS View will have a web map assigned or a Lucity Map assigned.  Users can change what is displayed 
on the fly using the Swap Web map and Swap Lucity map tools in the table of contents. 

If you select a web map for the GIS View, the basemap will use the basemap configured for the 
selected web map.  If you select a lucity map, the default basemap will be loaded. 

If you do not want users to change web maps or lucity maps, you can remove the tools, as described 
below.  If you want to allow users to swap web maps and lucity maps but do not want them to be able 
to persist their changes, revoke the General – Edit permission in GIS Views. 

Note: If you are not in design mode for the map, web map and lucity map swaps are not persisted.  
But if you open the GIS view designer and save, your changed web map or lucity map will be persisted 
with the GIS View. 



Default Basemap 

If you are using web maps, the basemap will always be determined based on the web map being 
loaded.  If you are using Lucity maps, the default basemap is calculated as follows. If the default 
basemap for web is configured here: 

 

 

It will use this basemap.  If not, and if the user is logged into portal, it will use the default basemap 
configured in the portal Organization settings. 

If the user is not logged into portal, the default basemap will be the Esri “grey” basemap. 

Configuring Tools 
Each view can be configured with a distinct list of tools.  There are 2 options when managing tools in a 
GIS View. 

 

 

The “include” option allows you to specify a list of tools that are in the GIS View, and even after major 
upgrades which add new tools to the available list, only the tools you originally specified will be 
available for the user. 



The “exclude” option allows you to specify a list of tools in the GIS View, but after major upgrades 
with this option selected, users will automatically have access to the new tools.   

In both cases, you will select or “check” all tools you want available. 

Configuring GIS Views for the Menu 
New for Lucity 2017r2, GIS is available from the menu: 

 

 

If the System Setting for “Allow access to all GIS Views to All Users” is TRUE, then all GIS Views you 
create will automatically show up in this list for all users.  This is the default setting. 

 



If this is false, only users who have been assigned the GIS View will see it in the menu.  To assign a user 
a GIS View, you will assign their default rules group to the view.   

Open the GIS View in design mode and select Assign Groups 

 

Groups can be assigned to more than one GIS View because this dialog only controls what GIS Views 
show up in the list of available GIS Views in the menu. 

 

 

Changes in this dialog are immediately saved. 



Configuring Default GIS View Settings 
To configure what GIS Views are opened by default for a user, open the GIS View in design mode and 
select “Default Settings”. 

 

 

This dialog will tell you what view is currently the default system wide GIS View and will allow you to 
set the current GIS View to be this default. 

 

After clicking “Make this GIS View the Global Default” the display will change as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 



And if viewing this dialog from a GIS View that is not the default: 

 

Within this dialog, you can assign a different GIS View for different users using their Default Rules 
Group.   

For example, this Demo GIS View is not the global default map but I can make it the default map for 
users in the Administrator default rules group by clicking “Assign”. 

 

This dialog will also display the existing GIS View that a default rules group is assigned to: 

 

These changes are automatically saved. 



Utility services in Lucity Admin 
There are still several services which must be configured in the Lucity Admin program in Lucity 2017r2 
even if you are using the Portal Integration. 

 

Geocoding Service 
The geocoding service is required for searching for an address or for reverse geocoding address points 
from the web map. 

Also relevant for geocoding is the Single Line Input field, which is used by the geocoding service.  In 
Lucity 2017r2, this is in the System settings, it will be moved to the same location as the geocoding 
service configuration for Lucity 2018. 

 

Geometry Service 
The geometry service is required. It is used to convert between coordinate systems to properly render 
data in the GIS Map. 

Routing Service 
Not used 

Printing Service 
This is required if you want your users to be able to generate PDF exports of the GIS Map for printing. 



Printing Service 
The printing service deserves some special attention.  The Printing service operates in coordination 
with your other GIS Services.  This means that the printing service must be able to access the services 
that you want to print.  If you have your services on a local intranet server, you cannot use the Printing 
service provided in ArcGIS Online.   

This may mean you choose to use ArcGIS Online for your portal (and possibly some of your other 
utilities services) but you may need to use the Printing Service on your own 10.4+ ArcGIS Server.  If you 
are not on ArcGIS 10.4 or higher and are using a local private GIS server inaccessible to ArcGIS Online 
hosting servers, you will be unable to print maps. 

Deprecated System Settings 
There are many system settings in Lucity 2017r2 that were not removed or hidden but should have 
been.  These system settings have no impact on the GIS Web Map.  The following system settings are 
not used: 

 

Lucity Spatial 
Lucity spatial has been present for a long time, but not all clients may have had it configured.  It 
indexes features in the Lucity database so that we can rapidly render them on the map.  The Lucity 
spatial service is the reason that we can render work order locations much more rapidly in the GIS Map.  
These modules benefit from the Lucity spatial indexing and allow data to be loaded into the GIS Web 
Map: 

 Work Orders 

 Requests 

 PMs 

 Sanitary and Storm TV and Assessment Inspection observations 

 Street Routes 

 Water Flushing 

 Projects  

There is a session dedicated to Lucity Spatial. 



Limitations of Lucity Web GIS in 17r2 
There are important limitations in Lucity 2017r2 for the GIS Web map.  These are in the release notes 
and will be discussed in the session. 
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